
 
 

What kind of reader are you Part 2:  How you read 
 

 There are no wrong ways to read, but readers are often passionately convinced that 
their ways are the best.  
 For example, take the Paper Snobs. They will wax absolutely poetic about the smell of a 
new book (which is amazing), the heft, the sheer look of a paper book, the tradition of it, 
humble-bragging about their full triple shelved bookcases. If that’s you, the library is full of 
paper books. I would point out, however, that these same people aren’t looking to go back to 
rooms-full of monk scribes setting pen and ink to whatever passed for paper in Medieval days.  
Nostalgia sets in around the 19th Century. 
 Then there are the Electronic Snobs. (I’m somewhat in that category.) These people are 
less than impressed with sneezing their way through old paper books and having to choose 
which books to carry on vacations. Toss your e-reader in the bag and take an entire library with 
you. Read in bed without suffocating if you fall asleep with a heavy book. Increase the font as 
your eyes age. And read with a gentle back light that you control. Caution:  Electronic Snobs are 
taking their chances reading in the tub or, for that matter, at the beach. And please note that 
the library’s books are never so old that you should sneeze reading them. 
 Then there are those whose lives are too busy and productive for dedicating themselves 
to one activity – the Audio Snobs. Idle hands are the Devil’s Workshop, so why not wash dishes, 
make beds, knit and watch TV and listen to a book, all at once? These people clearly can walk, 
chew gum, and attend to a story unwinding in their ears simultaneously. I’m beginning to 
admire this group as I’ve become a recent convert to audio books. But I’m not into all the 
multitasking. I’ve tried listening to one book while reading another which works great if you 
only want to know what happened in one book, garbled with some irrelevant contents of the 
second. Instead, I now sit in the local coffee shop staring into space with nothing in my hands 
but my coffee cup, wearing discreet earphones. People who could be trying to greet me get a 
vacant smile, because I don’t want to turn off the book, plus I have no idea if that person is 
actually greeting me. And I’m not sure where to look. This can make for awkward situations. 
(I’m beyond worrying if people wonder what I’m laughing or crying about, even before audio 
books. That happens just looking at Facebook which isn’t actual reading.) 
 But what about a different kind of multitasking – that is people who read multiple 
books vs those who finish one book before beginning another. I believe that there’s no 



snobbery involved even subtly in these two styles of reading. You’re either one or the other – 
perhaps baked in your genetic code. I think it’s rare for one type to convert to the other.  
 People cite the same reasons as the advantages of either style. Those who finish a book 
before starting the next (sequential readers) claim they get through more books faster. Those 
who are reading several books depending on their mood also believe they finish more books 
because they don’t walk away from reading when they lose interest or change moods. It would 
be an interesting bit of research to see if these types of readers also consistently fall within 
either the “once you start a book, you must finish it” or the “life is too short” sub-categories. I 
have a working hypothesis but no evidence. 
 Whatever kind of reader you are, the library can accommodate your preferences – 
whether for paper books, audio, or downloads for your e-reader. In other words, we have you 
covered. 
 See you at the Library! 
 
Upcoming Events:  Summer Reading events are over, but you still have time to finish your 
Bingo cards, up through Monday, August 26, to be eligible for prize drawings. The Library is 
grateful to the many sponsors of Summer Reading. Please see our FB site for a comprehensive 
list of generous donors. 
 
 
 


